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Specification

I. Title of the Invention

Video Game Controller

II. Claims

1. A video game controller, which is provided with

ajoystick handle that has a longitudinal shaft and includes a lower end where first and second

concentric bearing surfaces spaced along the longitudinal shaft have been limited;

a housing that has a third and a fourth concentric bearing surfaces having such dimensions for

receiving and holding the lower end of the joystick handle and located so as to engage with the first

and second concentric bearing surfaces to hold them, respectively and catches the first and second

concentric bearing surfaces between the third and fourth bearing surfaces, allowing the joystick

handle to freely pivot around the center of the first and second concentric bearing surfaces;

a spring means that biases the joystick handle to the central position; and

a switching means that detects the pivot position of the joystick handle.

2. The video game controller according to Claim 1, wherein

the first and fourth concentric bearing surfaces are convex, the second and third bearing surfaces are

concave, the curvature radii of the first and third concentric bearing surfaces are equal, the curvature

radii of second and fourth concentric bearing surfaces are equal, and wherein the curvature radius of

second bearing surface is smaller than the radius of first bearing surface.

3. The video game controller according to Claim 2, wherein

the fourth bearing surface is limited by the top of a strut attached to the housing; and the spring means

consists of a coil spring arranged by winding the strut and it extending between the housing and the

lower end ofjoystick handle.
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4. The video game controller according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein

a detecting means includes four upward projections attached to the end ofjoystick handle

locate^ inside the housing; and

four digital switches fitted onto the four projections in the housing, respectively and operated

by respective projections when the joystick handle is located within respective position ranges.

5. The video game controller according to Claim 4, wherein

when the joystick handle is in the center position, a gap between one projection selected from

the four projections and a correlated switch becomes smaller than a gap between any other projection

and each switch, thus the motion ofjoystick handle may be less than in a case of operating each

switch by any other projection to operate the correlated switch by the selected projection.

6. The video game controller according to Claim 1, wherein

another thumb-operating type switch is fit inside the handle close to the upper end of the

joystick handle.

7. A video game controller, which is provided with

a joystick handle having an upper end and a lower end;

a housing;

a means for pivotally fitting the lower end of handle to the housing so that the handle is

movable to the housing forward, backward, rightward and leftward;

four switch actuators attached to the lower end of handle;

four switches attached to the housing so that the center is matched with each switch actuator,

respectively, the first switch operates when the handle is moved backward, another switch operates

while the handle is moved forward, rightward and leftward, respectively; and

a means for biasing the handle to the center position so that all switches do not move;

when the handle is in the center position, a gap between the first projection and a correlated

activator becomes smaller than a gap between any other switch and each actuator, thus an angular

motion of handle from the center position for operating the first switch may be less than in a case of

operating any other switch.

8. The video game controller according to Claim 7, wherein the handle includes a plate

attached to its lower end and the four switch actuators are attached to the plate.
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9. The video game controller according to Claim 7, wherein each actuator consists of a

rounded projection, respectively, and the height of projection aligned with the first switch is larger

than any other projection. «

10. The video game controller according to Claim 7, wherein

the housing comprises an upper housing component and a lower housing component, wherein

the upper housing component is located between the lower housing component and the upper end of

handle, the four switches are attached to a circuit board, the circuit board is attached to the upper

housing component, locating the switch actuator between the lower housing component and the

circuit board.

1 1 . The video game controller according to Claim 7, wherein

a thumb-operating switch is attached to the upper end of handle.

12. The video game controller according to Claim 11, wherein

a thumb-operating trigger switch includes

an electric switch attached to the upper end of handle; and

an operating member pivotally attached to the upper end of handle and operating the electric

switch, wherein

the operating member has a spring element which is integral with the operating member, the

spring member coming into contact with the handle and biasing the operating member so that it is

remote from the electric switch.

13. A video game controller, which is provided with

a lower housing that includes a cylindrical central strut with a convex first spherical bearing

surface at the upper end;

an upper housing that includes a center opening located on the first spherical bearing surface

and a concave second spherical bearing surface around the center opening and is attached to the lower

housing;

a circuit board attached to the upper housing;

four switches attached to the circuit board and extend between the circuit board and the lower

housing downward from the circuit board so as to symmetrically locate around the center opening;

5
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a joystick handle that has a lower end including a concave third spherical bearing surface in

touch with the first bearing surface and a convex fourth spherical bearing surface in touch with the

second bearing surface (the four surfaces are concentric, ^nd the curvature radii ofthe first and

second bearing surfaces are larger than the curvature radii of the second and fourth bearing surfaces)

and an upper end;

a coil spring that is arranged by winding a cylindrical strut and extends between the lower

housing and the lower side ofjoystick handle and biases the handle to the center position;

four switch activators that are arranged under four switches, respectively to move the joystick

handle within a correlated position range and operate the respective switches;

when the joystick handle is in the center position, one of the four switch actuators and the

correlated switch also come nearer than other switch actuators and respective switches, the angular

motion ofjoystick handle from the center position is less than when operating residual switches, and

one of the above four switch actuators is correlated to the backward motion ofjoystick handle.

14. The video game controller according to Claim 13, wherein

a thumb-operating trigger switch attached to the upper end ofjoystick handle and

one or more wires that go down a hole provided in the joystick handle and extend into aregion

between the circuit board and the lower housing through an opening formed between the third and

fourth bearing surfaces are also provided.

III. Detailed description of the invention

The present invention relates to a modified joystick type handle used for video games.

Joystick controllers have been used for many video games. These controllers may be used by

an operator so as to supply a digital input signal for a video game display or a preferable, i.e., planned

travel direction. An ordinary joystick controller includes four digital switches and a center handle.

The operator determines an angular position to operate any one or any adjacent two switch pairs of

the four switches.

If it is considered that many operations ofvideo games are quick, smooth motions and actions

of a video game controller are extremely important to many users. There is a demand for a modified

video game controller having a smooth joystick operation for precise operations.
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The present invention relates to a joystick type video game controller that is improved by

applying many modifications so as to accomplish smooth operation, facilitate manufacture, with

goo£ durability, facilitating use.

According to the first feature ofthe present invention, two embracing type spherical bearings

have been used to surely catch the joystick handle in the housing. The two spherical bearings are

concentric and provide smooth pivotal movements to the handle even if an axial force is applied to

the handle. The angular position of handle is not disturbed even if an axial force is applied to the

handle during a game.

According to the second feature ofthe present invention, a plate is provided in a portion in the

housing for the joystick handle, four upward projections are provided for the plate to operate

respective switches attached to the housing. One of the four projections is longer than the other three

projections and may move the handle from the center position to a position of operating a switch,

combined with a long projection at a smaller angle than when operating the other switches. Many

operators find that pulling the joystick handle backward is more difficult than bringing it down in any

of other three directions. This feature of the present invention markedly facilitates moving the

joystick controller backward to operate the correlated switch.

According to the third feature of the present invention, a thumb-operating trigger is located at

the center of upper end of the joystick handle. If the trigger switch is thus arranged, the joystick

controller may be easily used likewise for right and left-handed players.

A specific embodiment of the present invention is described with reference to the attached

drawings below, and the present invention and its purpose and strong points are clarified from the

description.

Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of a preferable embodiment of the present invention. This

embodiment comprises the five major structural components ofa lower housing 20, an upper housing

40, a circuit board 60, a handle 80, and a grip 120. In the following description, these components are

described separately with reference to Fig. 2 to Fig. 8. How the components to work together in the

preferable embodiment is described by returning to Fig. 1.

The lower housing 20 shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 is a roughly rectangular shell and has an

outside wall and multiple protruded internal components. A cylindrical central strut 22 is located at
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the center, and extends from the bottom of lower housing 20 upward. Its upper end becomes a lower

spherical bearing surface 24. In the preferred embodiment, the curvature radius ofbearing surface 24

JLs 6.35 mm (0.25 in.). The lower housing 20 also includes four spaced legs 26, each ofwhich is

provided with an upper clamping surface 28. As described later, each leg has a center hole 30 sized to

receive a fastener 130 as shown in Fig. 1. The lower housing 20 includes four spaced locking

members 32, each ofwhich is located between the central strut 22 and one of the respective legs 26.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are a bottom view and a sectional view ofthe upper housing 40, respectively.

As illustrated, the upper housing 40 includes a center opening 42 and multiple ribs extending from the

periphery ofupper housing 40 to the center opening 42. All these ribs 44 have bottoms 45 in the same

plane. The upper housing 40 includes four spaced sockets 46, each ofwhich is aligned with each leg

26 of the lower housing 20. An upper spherical bearing surface 48 is provided on the inner side where

the center opening 42 is placed. Ifthe upper housing 40 and the lower housing 20 are combined, the

upper spherical bearing surface 48 becomes concentric with the lower spherical bearing surface 24.

In the preferred embodiment, the curvature radius ofupper spherical bearing surface 48 is 15.875 mm

(0.625 in.). As shown in Fig. 1, an opening 50 is provided on one side of the upper housing 40.

Fig. 6 is a bottom view of circuit board 60. As shown in Fig. 6, the circuit board semetrically

fits four dome switches 62. The circuit board 60 also holds plural printed circuits 64, 66. The printed

circuit 64 is an outer conductor which serves as a common electrode of the four dome switches 62.

The four printed circuits 66 are inner conductors ofrespective dome switches 62. The circuit board 60

has four spaced holes 68, and each hole being respectively aligned with each socket 46.

In the preferable embodiment, the dome switches are those marketed as part no. FS-1-77-20

by the K B. Denver Company, Frederick, Colorado, USA. The dome switches have the periphery in

electrical contact with the outer conductor 64. When the dome switches are in the at-rest position,

electric contact does not occur between the outer conductor 64 and the inner conductor 66. However,

if the dome switches 62 are bent to the inner side (facing the circuit board 60), electric contact is

formed between the outer conductor 64 and the inner conductor 66. Such dome switches are

well-known, and a detailed description is omitted.
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Fig. 1 and Fig. 7 are diagrams showing the handle 80. The upper end 82 and lower end 84 are

provided in the handle 80, which includes a tube 86 having a center hole extending between the

upper end 82 and the lower end 84 of handle 80. The lower end 84 of handle 80 includes an outer

bearing surface 90. In the preferred embodiment, this outer bearing surface 90 is spherical and its

curvature radius is 15.875 mm. The handle 80 also includes an inner bearing surface 92, and the

surface 92 is concentric with the outer bearing surface 90. The inner bearing surface 92 includes an

upper spherical section and a lower conical section that is expanded so that the handle 80 may pivot

around the strut 22. A hole 94 extending between the inner bearing surface 92 and the outer bearing

surface 90 and leading to the center hole 88 of tube 86 is provided in the handle 80. A plate 96 is

attached to the lowest end of outer bearing surface 90. As shown in Fig. 7, four notches 98 are

provided in the plate 96. Four projections 100, 100' are arranged at the center ofremaining four parts

of plate 98. The height of the three projections 100 of the projections are equal and are located on a

common plane. The fourth projection 100' is long and extends above the plane ofthe three

projections 100.

Fig. 8 is a side view ofgrip 120 attached to the tube 86 of handle 80. The grip 120 is designed

so as to provide a pleasant grasp. The grip 120 includes a pivotably fitted thumb stick actuator 122.

The thumb stick actuator 122 includes a spring element 124 integrally made of the same material as

the thumb stick actuator 122. The spring element 124 biases the thumb stick actuator 122 upward so

from the lower and upper housing 20, 40. An integral design is obtained by integrally molding the

spring element 124 with the thumb stick actuator 122. A dome switch 126 is attached to the top of

tube 86 of grip 120. The dome switch 126 is located under the actuator 122, and the dome switch 126

is operated by moving the actuator 122 downward,. Two wires 128 are connected to the dome switch

126 and are applied to a region between the circuit board 60 and the lower housing 20 through the

center hole 88 of tube 86 and the hole 94 of handle 80.

How the above components work together to create a modified joystick type video game

controller is described by Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, if the lower housing 20 is attached to the upper

housing 40 by a fastener 130 extending between the leg 26 and the socket 46, the two spherical

bearing surfaces 24, 48 become concentric. The upper spherical bearing surface 48 works with the

outer side ofhandle 80, and the lower spherical bearing surface 24 works with the inner side ofhandle
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80. Thus, the two bearing surfaces 90, 92 ofhandle 80 are caught between the two bearing surface 48,

24. A coil spring 110 is located around the central strut 22 and extends between the lower housing 20

and the lower end 84 of handle 80. The spring 110 biases the handle 80 to the center position shown

in Fig. 1 . In the center position, neither of the projections 100 or 100' make contact with the dome

switch 62 attached to the circuit board 60. As shown in Fig. 1, the circuit board 60 is clamped

between the downside 45 of ribs 40 and the clamping surface ofleg 26. Accordingly, the circuit board

60 is securely held in the home position and is strained so as not to cause distortion. This is important

because the circuit board 60 becomes a fitting surface for the dome switches 62. The locking

members 32 are stuck into the notches 98 to evenly maintain the projections 100, 100' under the

respective dome switches 62.

As shown in Fig. 1, when the handle 80 is in the center position shown in Fig. 1, the slender

projection 100' approaches to the circuit board 60 closer than the other projections 100. Since the

four dome switches 62 form the same plane and protrude downward only to the same height from the

circuit board 60, the slender projection 100' is closer to the dome switches 62 than the other

projections 100 when the circuit board 60 is in the center position. In use the slender projection 100'

is located in front ofthe lower housing 20, and the handle 80 is inclined backward to make an angle

needed for operating the dome switch 62 smaller than that needed for operating any of other three

dome switches 62. Most users are aware that it is more difficult to move the handle 80 backward at a

large angle than in other directions at a large angle, enhancing the convenience of the joystick.

For the four bearing surface system in which the handle 80 is attached to the upper and lower

housings 40, 20, when a downward axial force is applied to the handle 80, there is the important

strong point of providing smooth operation. A spring 110 presses the outer bearing surface 90 to the

upper bearing surface 48 to hold the handle 80 during normal operation. However, if a downward

force is applied to the handle 80 during a game, the spring 110 is somewhat compressed, and the

handle 80 is held by the lower spherical bearing surface 24 of strut 22. This lower bearing surface 24

becomes concentric with the other three bearing surfaces, therefore the orientation ofhandle 80 does

not change even if the holding of handle 80 shifts from the upper bearing surface 48 to the lower

bearing surface 24. The joystick controller provides smooth operation by the co-action ofthe four

bearing surfaces even if alarge axial force is applied to the handle 80. In order to obtain an even
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smoother operation and motion of handle 80, it is preferable that the handle 80 be made of

polyprolylene and that the lower housing and upper housing 20, 40 are made ofABS material. IfABS

material and polypropylene are combined as opposite bearing surfaces, a self-lubricating joint is

obtained. In the embodiment, the grip 120 is also made ofABS material, and the thumb switch

actuator 124 is made of polypropylene. Wires passing through the center hole 88 and going down the

tube 86 pass through the tube 86 from the hole 94. The wires 128 exit the opening 50 in the upper

housing 40 with other wires (non-illustrated) connected to the circuit board 60.

Another important strong point of the preferred embodiment lies in the fact that alignment

with various components is extremely easy. The circuit board 60 attaches the dome switch 62

securely holding the circuit board 60 in the home position by the socket 46 ofupper housing 40,

easily maintaining alignment between the dome switch 62 and the projections 100, 100', because the

upper housing 40 locates the handle 80 with the upper bearing surface 48 and locates the circuit board

60 with the socket 46.

As described, in the preferred embodiment the trigger switch attached to the upper side of

handle 80 so that a user operates it with his/her thumb. If the trigger switch is thus arranged, it may be

easily operated by both a right and left-handed users, making it convenient to use.

Of course, as those skilled in the art understand, it is clear that various changes and variations

may be applied to the described preferred embodiment. For example, correct dimensions and

materials may be easily changed to suit the intended use, and other types of switches may also be used

in place of the dome switches. Moreover, the above-mentioned various features of the present

invention have independent effects, and may be used separately or combined with the other features

or incorporated into other embodiments. For example, the use of switch actuators with different

heights is not restricted to controllers using the above doubled spherical suspension structure.

Conversely, the above doubled spherical suspension structure may be used in devices having four

switch actuators of the same height.

Accordingly, it should be understood that the above detailed description is only an sample

illustration to which the present invention is not limited.
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IV. Brief description of the drawings

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of the preferable embodiment of the present invention,

Fig. 2 is a top view of lower housing 20 of Fig. 1,

Fig. 3 is a 3-3 arrow view of Fig. 2,

Fig. 4 is a bottom view ofupper housing 40 of Fig. 1,

Fig. 5 is a 5-5 arrow sectional view of Fig. 4,

Fig. 6 is a bottom view of circuit board 60 of Fig. 1,

Fig. 7 is a 7-7 arrow view of Fig. 1
5
and

Fig. 8 is a partially cut side view of grip 120 of Fig. 1.

20 lower housing

22 central strut

24 lower spherical bearing surface

26 leg

28 clamping surface

30 center hole

32 locking member

40 upper housing

42 center opening

44 rib

45 under surface

46 socket

48 upper spherical bearing surface

50 opening

62 dome switch

64, 66 printed circuit

68 hole

80 handle

82 upper end
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Fig.l

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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